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Abstract 9 
As a typical type of three-dimensional compound parabolic concentrator (CPC), dielectric 10 
crossed compound parabolic concentrator (dCCPC) has drawn a significant research 11 
attention in these years to explore its angular characteristics in solar collection for 12 
concentrating photovoltaics and daylighting control in buildings. Optical efficiency and 13 
transmittance are the main performance indicators to evaluate a dCCPC which may be base-14 
coated as a receiver or non-coated for daylighting. The most common way to accurately 15 
determine the performance of a dCCPC is through ray-tracing simulation which requires 16 
advanced optical analysis software and lots of time. To facilitate the annual performance 17 
evaluation of dCCPC, this study puts forward several mathematical models for multiple 18 
nonlinear regression based on a mass of simulation results. The models can predict the 19 
transmittance of non-coated dCCPC and the both of transmittance and optical efficiency of 20 
base-coated dCCPC from several sky parameters, respectively. The agreement between 21 
predicted and simulated values is generally satisfactory. The coefficient of determination (R2) 22 
for each model is higher than 0.94 and the mean square error (MSE) is less than 0.002. Six 23 
specific time among the whole year are selected to verify the reliability of the prediction 24 
models in practice. The limitation and significance of these models are discussed as well. The 25 
regression models provide a convenient and accurate approach to predict the optical 26 
performance of dCCPC.  27 
 28 
Highlights 29 
 Mathematical models are proposed to predict the optical performance of dCCPC. 30 
 The process of deducing the models by multiple nonlinear regression are introduced.  31 
 The R2 of prediction models are higher than 0.94 and MSE are less than 0.2%. 32 
 The models provide a reliable and convenient way for dCCPC performance 33 
prediction. 34 
 35 
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1. Introduction  40 
The compound parabolic concentrator (CPC) is one type of the nonimaging optics, which has 41 
great potential in solar energy concentration, daylighting control and illumination. CPC is a 42 
non-tracking concentrator to collect solar energy in concentrating photovoltaic (CPV) and 43 
solar thermal systems, which has been verified by many research studies (Sellami and 44 
Mallick, 2013, Li et al., 2015, Arnaoutakis et al., 2015, Karathanassis et al., 2017). In terms of 45 
traditional two-dimensional (2D) CPC, Sun and Shi (Sun and Shi, 2010) tested the maximum 46 
short circuit current of a CPV system which was higher than twice of the flat PV panel. In the 47 
experiment conducted by Bahaidarah et al. (Bahaidarah et al., 2014), the CPV system with 48 
cooling generated 61.9% higher electricity compared to the flat PV panel with cooling. For 49 
the lens-walled CPC proposed by Su et al. (Su et al., 2012a) and Li et al.(Li et al., 2013, Li et 50 
al., 2014a, Li et al., 2014b), it was found that the solar energy collected by the lens-walled 51 
CPC is 20%-30% more than traditional 2D CPC. For crossed CPC (CCPC), the maximum optical 52 
efficiency could reach 95% (Sellami et al., 2012). The maximum power ratio was up to 2.67 53 
for the dielectric filled crossed CPC (Baig et al., 2014b). In a system integrating CPC, PV and 54 
tubular absorber, the total energy conversion efficiency was 20% higher than the 55 
independent PV module (Ulavi et al., 2013).  56 
The advantages of CPC in daylighting control has been also proposed by some researchers 57 
(Walze et al., 2005, Yu et al., 2014, Zacharopoulos et al., 2000, Mallick and Eames, 2007, 58 
Sarmah and Mallick, 2015) in recent years. Due to its specific structure, CPC can receive or 59 
reject sunlight depending on the incident angle. Ulavi et al. (Ulavi et al., 2014b, Ulavi et al., 60 
2014a) designed a hybrid solar window with CPC and tubular absorber; the annual thermal 61 
efficiency ranged from 21% to 26% when it was used as skylight and 15% to 24% when it was 62 
used as south or east-facing windows. Yu et al. (Yu et al., 2014) investigated the feasibility of 63 
using 2D dielectric CPC as skylight in daylighting control. It was found that the CPC provided 64 
lower transmittance at noon and higher transmittance in the morning and afternoon under 65 
clear sky, which could reduce solar heat gain significantly. PRDIEs is a smart window applied 66 
on building facade integrating CPC and photovoltaic to provide daylighting and electricity at 67 
the same time. It has been extensively investigated by many researchers (Sarmah and 68 
Mallick, 2015, Sarmah et al., 2014, Baig et al., 2014a, Mallick et al., 2004, Mallick et al., 69 
2006) . The average electrical conversion efficiency was 9.43% and it could reduce up to 20% 70 
in the cost of per unit power output comparing with the conventional PV module (Sarmah et 71 
al., 2014).   72 
Two-dimensional (2D) trough CPC has a longitudinal axis and two parabolic-curved surfaces, 73 
which is the most common one in all CPCs (Welford and Winston, 1978). For the most 74 
common east-west orientation of 2D trough CPC in practice, the incident light projected on 75 
the north-south meridian forms a so-called south projection angle, which could be 76 
compared with the acceptance angle of CPC to determine its optical performance. However, 77 
this would be not suitable for a three-dimensional CPC, for example, typical crossed CPC 78 
(CCPC), also called orthogonal CPC, consists of four parabolic surfaces and two square 79 
apertures. Different from 2D CPC, the optical performance of CCPC is more complicated so 80 
that it cannot be determined using a simple south projection angle directly. Due to the 81 
complex ray path of incident light, the optical performance of CCPC can be obtained only by 82 
raytracing simulation.  83 
The dielectric CPC (dCPC) is an alternative to the mirror CPC and has an enlarged acceptance 84 
angle owing to the refraction on air-dielectric interface and also allows transmission of light 85 
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beyond its acceptance angle. As a result, the dCPC has been widely used in CPV and 86 
daylighting control systems. Welford and Winston (Welford and Winston, 1978) proposed 87 
that the actual acceptance angle of a dCPC needs to be adjusted by a certain degree for 88 
nonmeridional incident rays due to the refraction. For 2D dCPC, Yu and Su (Yu and Su, 2015) 89 
proposed a concept of inner projection angle which is the refracted projection angle of 90 
incident light inside dCPC. They found strong correlations between inner projection angles 91 
and optical performance at different solar azimuth angles of 2D dCPC based on simulation 92 
results. However, for 3D dielectric crossed compound parabolic concentrator (dCCPC), the 93 
refraction and total internal reflection owing to dielectric material should also be considered, 94 
which causes the prediction of optical performance of dCCPC becomes more complicated. 95 
To date, no research has been published in the literature that proposes a relatively fast and 96 
simple model to predict the optical performance of dCCPC except for simulation. In this 97 
study, several mathematical models are proposed through multiple nonlinear regression 98 
based on a mass of simulation results, in order to predict the optical performance for base-99 
coated and non-coated dCCPC from the given solar azimuth angle, altitude angle and sky 100 
clearness factor. The validation and limitations of the models are given to discuss the 101 
feasibility and reliability of the models as well. On basis of the regression models proposed 102 
in this study, the transmittance of using dCCPC can be calculated in a fast and accurate way 103 
rather than using long time ray-tracing simulations. Similarly, in terms of the CPV application, 104 
the amount of light received by the PV panel attached on the base of dCCPC can also be 105 
determined in a much more convenient way. 106 
  107 
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2. Methodology 108 
2.1 CPC Models 109 
The optical performance of dCCPC can be evaluated in two aspects: the optical efficiency 110 
and transmittance. According to previous studies (TIAN and SU, 2015, TIAN and SU, 2016), it 111 
was found that the transmittance and optical efficiency of a dCCPC are related to its 112 
dimension, sun position and sky condition. In this research, the dCCPC demonstrated in Fig. 113 
1 is selected as an example to investigate the correlations between its performance and 114 
influencing factors. It consists of four parabolic surfaces and two square apertures, which is 115 
transformed by crossed interception of two tough dielectric CPCs. For the purpose of 116 
applying CPC to windows or facades, the dCCPC is a miniature optical structure, for example, 117 
with a height of 24.2mm and an entry aperture of 18mm*18mm. The dCCPC may be filled 118 
with acrylic material, which has a refractive index of 1.5. The inner and outer half acceptance 119 
angles of the dCCPC are 14.47° and 22.02°, respectively. Two kinds of the dCCPC in this 120 
dimension will be investigated in this study: one is non-coated dCCPC which is the normal 121 
dielectric CCPC, the other is base-coated dCCPC having black material attached on its exit 122 
aperture to simulate solar absorption. 123 
 124 
Figure 1. Schematics, dimensions and physical properties of dielectric CCPC 125 
2.2 Software settings 126 
The optical performance of dCCPC was simulated by Photopia. It is a fast and accurate 127 
photometric analysis software which can provide liable and comprehensive evaluation for 128 
non-imaging optical systems. The calculation is based on probabilistic raytracing under 129 
numerous defined optics and light source models in its library (Photopia, n.d.). The light 130 
source models for modelling daylight input offered by Photopia are based on the IESNA RP-131 
21 daylight equations. The luminance distribution of sky dome varies across the hemisphere 132 
as described in IESNA RP-21. The absolute illuminance from the sun (solar disk) and sky are 133 
provided automatically depending on the altitude angles and sky conditions, but they can 134 
also be adjusted manually. Both of the sun and sky model emit light onto the optical systems 135 
in order to simulate real outdoor conditions. It is worth to mention that the real sky changes 136 
all the times and the RP-21 equations represent standard conditions.  137 
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Sky clearness factor ( ) proposed by Perez et al. (Perez et al., 1990) is a popular way to 138 
determine the sky condition which has been used in EnergyPlus simulation (EnergyPlus, 139 
2016) and daylight calculations (Kleindienst et al., 2008, Piderit et al., 2014). It is calculated 140 
from the horizontal diffuse irradiance, normal direct irradiance and solar zenith angle in 141 
order to describe the sky condition as shown in Eq. 1. Eight categories corresponding to the 142 
different value intervals were proposed to describe the sky conditions from overcast to very 143 
clear sky (Perez et al., 1990).  144 
  
      
  
    
     
                
where   is direct normal solar irradiance;    is diffuse horizontal irradiance;   is a constant 145 
and equals 1.041;   is solar zenith angle in radians. 146 
However, in the optical simulation using Photopia, it is not a setting option to choose a sky 147 
clearness factor, but it allows to change the lumen or radiative outputs from the sun disk 148 
and sky dome in its sky model. The horizontal irradiance or illuminance can be then obtained 149 
from the sun and sky with complex light distribution for different solar altitudes, and the sky 150 
clearness factor can be hence calculated. It would offer a convenience in data analysis by 151 
defining a term called sunlight lumen ratio (      ), which is a ratio of the direct normal 152 
output from the sun disk to the diffuse output from the sky dome in the sky model, as 153 
expressed in Eq. 2. The output from the sun and sky can be set as required in Photopia. The 154 
values of sunlight lumen ratio can be controlled as constant in order to investigate the 155 
relationships among other criteria.   156 
                           
where      is the total light output from the sun (direct light output);      is the total light 157 
output from the sky (diffuse light output). 158 
In addition, it is important to note that each sunlight lumen ratio corresponds to an interval 159 
of sky clearness factor. Table 1 illustrates the sunlight lumen ratios used in simulation for 160 
this study, and corresponding horizontal sunlight illuminance ratio, sky clearness factors and 161 
sky conditions. The horizontal sunlight illuminance ratio is the ratio of direct horizontal 162 
illuminance and global horizontal illuminance, which can indicate the percentage of sunlight 163 
illuminance to the total illuminance on a horizontal surface. According to the classification of 164 
clearness factor, it is overcast condition when   < 1.2, intermediate to clear for   ≈ 2 3, and 165 
then becomes clearer towards very clear conditions as   > 6.2. This research focuses on clear 166 
sky condition. Therefore the sky clearness factor is controlled above 3 by adjusting the 167 
sunlight lumen ratio. Three lumen ratios were selected corresponding to three intervals. It 168 
can be seen that with the increase of sky clearness factor, the horizontal sunlight illuminance 169 
ratio rises from 0.55 to nearly 1. It is important to mention that the sunlight lumen ratio will 170 
be used to demonstrate simulation results for better comparison and illustration, but the sky 171 
clearness factor would be used in data regression for the purpose of practical application. 172 
Table 1. Comparisons of sunlight lumen ratio, horizontal sunlight illuminance ratio and sky 173 
clearness factor and corresponding sky conditions 174 
Sunlight lumen 
ratio (      ) 
Horizontal sunlight 
illuminance ratio 
Sky clearness 
factor ( ) 
Sky condition 
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 3 
 4 
 5 
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28 
29 
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31 
32 
33 
34 
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36 
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38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
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1:9 0.55 0.75 3 3.6 Clear sky 
1:4 0.75 0.85 3.6 6.6 Clear sky - Very clear sky 
1:1 0.85 1 >6.6 Very clear sky 
 175 
2.3 Multiple nonlinear regression 176 
Multiple nonlinear regression is a kind of regression analysis by which the relationship 177 
between observation data can be described using a function. The dependent variable is 178 
determined by several independent variables through nonlinear combinations in a multiple 179 
nonlinear regression model. XLSTAT is a powerful and intuitive data analysing and statistical 180 
add-in integrated into Microsoft Excel, which provides user-friendly interface by Visual Basic 181 
Application (VBA) and mathematical and statistical computations by C++ (SARL, 2016). More 182 
than 100 statistical procedures for data analysis, regression, visualization and forecasting are 183 
offered by this program. In addition, it was claimed by the Addinsoft SARL that the results by 184 
XLSTAT are reliable due to the intensive tests against other software (SARL, 2016). In order 185 
to find the relations between several independent variables, the nonlinear regression using 186 
least-squares method would be applied to find the equation with the assumption of 187 
homoscedasticity which means the standard errors of regression is independent of the 188 
constant variance. The Levenberg-Marquardt and other complex but efficient algorithm 189 
would be used.  190 
The criteria utilized to offer the goodness of regression are the coefficient of determination 191 
(R2), the sum of squared errors (SSE) and the mean square error (MSE) as shown in Eq. 3-Eq. 192 
6. There is no absolute criteria for a good value of R2, MSE and SSE, and all of them should be 193 
considered when comparing the prediction data (Nau, n. d.). Generally speaking, the closer 194 
to 1 of R2, the more accurate of prediction; the value of MSE smaller than 10% could be 195 
considered as the ‘high’ of accuracy preference (Lewis, 1982, Nau, n. d.).  196 
  
                   
      
                
          
                       
Where   is correlation coefficient;    is coefficient of determination;     is the value of the 197 
dependent variable predicted by the model;    is the true value of the dependent variable;   198 
is the number of samples.  199 
       
 
 
   
                    
                                 
Where     is the sum of squared errors of prediction;    is the residual. 200 
            
   
  
              
Where   is the degree of freedom. 201 
2.4 Independent variables 202 
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In terms of independent variables, sun position is the most important factor that affects 203 
dCCPC performance, which can be described by both azimuth ( ) and altitude (  ). In order 204 
to find a more accurate and relatively complete result of how the sun influences the 205 
performance of dCCPC, the sky models with different sun locations were used in simulations 206 
in order to cover the likely incident angles as many as possible. Fig. 2 illustrates the 207 
schematic of dCCPC and sun positions used in simulations. The dCCPC was assumed to be 208 
positioned as the two perpendicular median planes are along the east-west and north-south 209 
directions. With the considerations of the symmetry of dCCPC and simplifying simulation, 210 
the solar azimuth was chosen from 0° to 45° with interval of 5°. When the sun is at very low 211 
altitude, the incident light entering dCCPC is quite few so that this condition does not need 212 
to be considered. Thus the solar altitude was chosen from 10° to 90° in every 5°. The 213 
combinations of the total 17 altitude angles and 10 azimuth angles give 170 sun locations in 214 
total which cover an eighth of the hemisphere of sky dome. For the incident ray whose 215 
azimuth or altitude is beyond its range, the azimuth or altitude angle can be converted to 216 
equivalent angle based on the symmetry of dCCPC for calculation. For example, for an 217 
incident ray having the azimuth of 243° and the altitude of 73°, the equivalent azimuth and 218 
altitude should be 27° and 73°.  219 
 220 
Figure 2. Schematic of azimuth, altitude and selected sun positions for simulation 221 
The performance of dCCPC under overcast sky can be calculated by its geometric properties 222 
directly and it is almost constant for diffuse solar radiation (Rabl et al., 1980, Su et al., 223 
2012b). The sky condition being focused on in this study is clear sky only. According to the 224 
realistic weather data (EnergyPlus, n.d.), the skylight and sunlight illuminance change all the 225 
time depending on the sun position and sky condition as well. In order to investigate the 226 
effects on CPC performance from sky conditions, sky clearness factor was applied as another 227 
independent variable. For each of the three ranges of sky clearness factor shown in Table 1, 228 
simulations were taken for total 170 sun positions as mentioned before. Therefore there 229 
were 510 sets of data in total were used to derive every mathematical model in this study. 230 
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2.5 Dependent variables 231 
Transmittance and optical efficiency are two main properties to evaluate the performance of 232 
dCCPC, and they will be the dependent variables in regressions. Transmittance indicates the 233 
amount of incident light passed through dCCPC. Optical efficiency reveals how much 234 
irradiance is received by the base of dCCPC, and it is for base-coated dCCPC only. They are 235 
expressed by Eq. 7 and Eq. 8 as follows: 236 
  
 
  
                  and         
    
  
                 237 
Where   is the transmitted daylight illuminance;     and    are the illuminance and 238 
irradiance incident onto the entry aperture of dCCPC;   is the transmittance of dCCPC;      239 
is the optical efficiency of dCCPC;      is the irradiance received by dCCPC base. 240 
  241 
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3. Results and regression 242 
In this section, the simulation results will be presented and data regression will be put 243 
forward. There are three regressors which are altitude (  ), azimuth ( ) and sky clearness 244 
factor ( ), and two dependent variables that are transmittance ( ) and optical efficiency 245 
(    ). Fig. 3 shows the flow chart of the regression models that will be introduced in this 246 
section. There are three regression models in total and each of them has three independent 247 
variables and one dependent variable. For each model, 510 groups of simulation data 248 
obtained from Photopia are provided. The investigation of regression model begins from 249 
non-coated dCCPC. Then the model will be adapted to base-coated dCCPC to see whether it 250 
is capable to predict its transmittance and optical efficiency.  251 
 252 
Figure 3. Independent and dependent variables used in data regression and prediction 253 
3.1 Transmittance prediction model for Non-coated dCCPC 254 
3.1.1 Simulation results 255 
In accordance with different variables, massive simulation results were obtained by Photopia. 256 
Fig. 4 presents 3D contour plots of the transmittance of non-coated dCCPC varying with solar 257 
azimuth and altitude for sunlight lumen ratio of 1:9, 1:4, and 1:1 respectively; the 258 
transmittance under only direct sunlight condition is also presented in Fig. 4 a) as an ideal 259 
condition for comparison. It is verified that the transmittance does relate to these three 260 
criteria. When the incident light is direct sunlight only, the curved surface is the smoothest 261 
which is the best data set to investigate the relations between transmittance and sun 262 
position. When the dCCPC is under the both sun and sky dome, the transmittance becomes 263 
more and more uneven as the sunlight illuminance takes less and less percentage of total 264 
illuminance. Small peaks and valleys begin to occur on the curved surfaces of transmittance 265 
variation when the sunlight lumen ratio are 1:4 and 1:9. This is caused by the diffuse light 266 
emitted by sky dome in various directions.  267 
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 268 
Figure 4. 3D contour plots of transmittance versus solar altitude and azimuth under clear sky 269 
with different sunlight lumen ratios in sky model (      ): a) only direct sunlight; b) 270 
                   ; c)                       ; d)                     271 
Fig. 5 demonstrates how the sunlight lumen ratio in sky model affects transmittance and 272 
how transmittance varies with the two criteria more intuitively. The horizontal axis is divided 273 
into ten parts, and each part refers to a certain azimuth angle. In every part of azimuth, the 274 
curves show the transmittance changing with the altitude from 10° to 90°. The colours of 275 
curves distinguish different sunlight lumen ratios. It can be found that the peak values of 276 
transmittance decrease generally when the azimuth changes from 0° to 45°. When the 277 
azimuth ranges between 0°-30°, for a certain azimuth angle, the transmittance increases as 278 
the altitude rises from 10° to 35° and reaches the maximum value; then it drops with the 279 
altitude increasing from 35° to 90°; the transmittance is at the lowest value when the 280 
altitude is 90°. This performance presents how dielectric CCPC controls transmission of 281 
incident light. CCPC can receive incident light with an incident angle smaller than its half 282 
acceptance angle. Part of the light refracted into CCPC is escaped from the curved surfaces 283 
and edges causing transmittance; the rest of light is reflected out of CCPC again after total 284 
internal reflection. When the incident light is located at higher altitude angle (45°-90), more 285 
incident light will be reflected out so that the transmittance decreases. When the azimuth 286 
angle of incident light is within 35°-45°, the transmittance declines slightly on the original 287 
tendency as the altitude is at 20°-55°.  Because CCPC consists of only four parabolic surfaces, 288 
there is no parabolic surface facing the direction from which the azimuth of incident light is 289 
close to 45°. More complicated total internal reflections occur inside CCPC which may cause 290 
the fluctuation of transmittance variation. In addition, it can be observed that the effects by 291 
sunlight lumen ratio in sky model are not significantly. It mainly changes the peak and lowest 292 
values of transmittance but does not influence the tendencies of transmittance variation. 293 
Comparing with the two curves of only direct sunlight and sunlight lumen ratio of 1:9 in sky 294 
model, the maximum difference of transmittance is 0.1 approximately. It is important to 295 
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mention that the altitude and azimuth are the critical criteria affecting transmittance of non-296 
coated CCPC; the sky clearness factor does not has significant influence on it: It changes the 297 
peak and valley values regardless of the variation tendency. 298 
 299 
Figure 5. Transmittance of non-coated CCPC under clear sky with different sunlight lumen 300 
ratios in sky model (Altitude of sun ranges from 10°-90°; Azimuth of sun ranges from 0°-45°) 301 
3.1.2 Regression prediction model 302 
Based on the simulation results, twelve regression equations that are likely to provide strong 303 
correlations are proposed as shown in Table 2 below. The goodness of each regression 304 
equation is demonstrated in Table 3. In every regression, the independent variables are 305 
altitude (  ), azimuth ( ) and sky clearness factor ( ); the dependent variable is 306 
transmittance ( ). The regression starts from the most common way, the first order 307 
polynomial equation, as expressed by Eq. 9-1. It is obvious that this equation does not fit 308 
well according to the low R2 of 0.572 in this regression. It was found that the variations of 309 
transmittance are periodic with the change of azimuth and altitude. Thus the terms 310 
including altitude (  ) and azimuth ( ) in polynomial equation are replaced by trigonometric 311 
functions in Eq. 9-2, 9-3 and 9-4. The goodness of these equations indicates the 312 
trigonometric functions make the regressions fit simulation data better. For Eq. 9-4, the 313 
coefficient of determination R2 reaches 0.836. However the sum of squared errors (SSE) of 314 
predictions for this equation is not good enough. Then the quadratic polynomial functions as 315 
shown by Eq. 9-5 and 9-6 are attempted but the fittings are almost the same as the first 316 
order polynomial equation. In regression equation, the main effect and interaction effect 317 
should be taken into account (Michigan, n.d.). Up to now each independent variable has 318 
been incorporated into the regression equation as a main-effect term however the 319 
regressions are not satisfied. The interactions among these variables are considered 320 
beginning with Eq. 9-7. In Eq. 9-7 and 9-8, the functions with the multiplication of 321 
independent variables are tried but they still do not provide satisfactory regression results. 322 
However, when plotting the regression results of Eq. 9-8 it was found that this equation 323 
provides comparable tendencies of transmittance variation compared to simulation results 324 
although it does not perform acceptable goodness of regression. Then, Eq. 9-9 is proposed 325 
which contains the interactions between only two independent variables: azimuth and 326 
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altitude. This equation provides relatively good fittings with the high R2 of 0.915. It also 327 
inspired the authors to fit data in a new way. Because the variations of transmittance are 328 
mainly determined by azimuth and altitude, and the sky clearness factor does not affect the 329 
variation of tendencies. In regression equation, the multiplication of two terms with 330 
trigonometric functions of altitude and azimuth are applied to determine the general 331 
variations of predicted values; then another term with sky clearness factor is multiplied by 332 
them as correction. Therefore Eq. 9-10, 9-11 and 9-12 are put forward. The third term of 333 
interaction is polynomial function. It was found that the regressions coincide with simulated 334 
data well when the correction term contains all of the three independent variables. 335 
Comparing with the fitting goodness of these three equations, it can be seen that when the 336 
order of polynomial function in correction term is higher, the regression fits the simulated 337 
data better. When the order of polynomial function is higher than 3, the goodness stays 338 
stable. Based on the goodness and simplification of regression, Eq. 9-12 is decided to be the 339 
regression equation to forecast the transmittance of non-coated dCCPC. Because there is no 340 
skylight in the models simulating the data set of ‘only direct sunlight’, it is important to 341 
mention that this data set was not used for the regression in Eq. 9-12. 342 
Table 2. Regressing equations attempted for the correlations of altitude, azimuth and sky 343 
clearness factor to the transmittance of non-coated dCCPC 344 
Eq. 9-1                   
Eq. 9-2                         
Eq. 9-3                                 
Eq. 9-4                                       
  
Eq. 9-5       
     
     
     
Eq. 9-6        
                
             
     
  
Eq. 9-7               
Eq. 9-8                                   
  
Eq. 9-9                                 
Eq. 9-10 
                            
                                          
    
Eq. 9-11 
                            
                                      
    
     
        
         
   
        
Eq. 9-12 
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   is altitude (expressed in radian measure);   is azimuth (expressed in radian measure);   
sky clearness factor;   is transmittance;          are regression coefficients.  
 345 
Table 3. Goodness of regressions (Eq. 9-1 – Eq. 9-12) for non-coated dCCPC  346 
Eq. No. R2 SSE MSE RMSE Eq. No. R2 SSE MSE RMSE 
Eq. 9-1 0.572 6.346 0.013 0.112 Eq. 9-7 0.174 12.241 0.024 0.155 
Eq. 9-2 0.676 4.799 0.009 0.097 Eq. 9-8 0.476 7.771 0.015 0.124 
Eq. 9-3 0.695 4.517 0.009 0.095 Eq. 9-9 0.915 1.840 0.003 0.052 
Eq. 9-4 0.836 2.434 0.005 0.070 Eq. 9-10 0.933 0.995 0.002 0.045 
Eq. 9-5 0.696 4.502 0.009 0.094 Eq. 9-11 0.937 0.938 0.002 0.044 
Eq. 9-6 0.838 2.405 0.005 0.069 Eq. 9-12 0.944 0.825 0.002 0.041 
R2: coefficient of determination        
MSE: mean squared error            
SSE: sum of squared errors of prediction          
RMSE: root mean square error           
 347 
For the simulated non-coated dCCPC, Table 4 illustrates the parameter values obtained for 348 
regression Eq. 9-12. The parameter values for Eq. 9-1 to Eq. 9-13 are presented in Table A. 1 349 
in Appendix for the purpose of reproducing the outcomes in this paper. The coefficient of 350 
determination (R2) of this regression model is 0.944 which indicates the regression is relative 351 
accurate and acceptable. In addition, it is important to mention that the altitude and 352 
azimuth angle used in this equation should be in radian measure. This equation is suitable 353 
when the altitude ranges between 10°-90° and the azimuth ranges from 0° to 45°. If the 354 
dCCPC is tilt or the incident light coming from other angles beyond the acceptable ranges of 355 
angles, this equation is still applicable by converting the angle of incident light to equivalent 356 
angles within the acceptable ranges on the basis of the symmetry of dCCPC. In addition, this 357 
equation should also be suitable for other designs of non-coated dCCPC but the parameter 358 
values would be different. 359 
Table 4. Parameter values of Eq. 9-12 for predicting the transmittance of non-coated dCCPC 360 
a1 1.496188  c2 0.002828  c9 0.000495 
a2 0.406272  c3 0.280238  c10 -0.036059 
b1 2.036185  c4 0.536357  c11 0.000658 
b2 1.932737  c5 -0.010543  c12 -0.000065 
b3 1.564716  c6 0.001939  c13 -0.350158 
b4 3.308904  c7 0.000824  c14 -0.326153 
c1 0.100193  c8 0.000047    
 361 
The simulation results and the values predicted by Eq. 9-12 with determined parameter 362 
values for transmittance of non-coated dCCPC are compared in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the 363 
regression data fits simulated data perfectly in no matter what interval of azimuth and 364 
transmittance. All of the predicted values are located within the region of 20% deviation, 365 
which implies that this mathematical model is reliable to predict the transmittance of non-366 
coated dCCPC. It can be also seen that different from the incident light at 0°-30° azimuth 367 
angle, the transmittance of non-coated dCCPC is always lower than 0.6 when the light is 368 
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incident at the azimuth angle within 30°-45°. The transmittance of non-coated dCCPC is 369 
larger than 0.3 for all incident angle of light.  370 
 371 
Figure 6. Comparisons between predicted and simulated transmittance of non-coated dCCPC 372 
(Regression: Eq. 9-12) 373 
 The absolute values of the residuals between predicted and simulated transmittance are 374 
quantified in Fig. 7. It can be found that all of the values are smaller than 0.12 and more than 375 
80% of them are smaller than 0.06. For different azimuth and altitude angles, the residuals 376 
distribute relatively uniformly. When the altitude ranges from 10° to 50°, most of the 377 
residuals are smaller than 0.06. Larger residuals also occur when the altitude is between 55° 378 
and 75° for different azimuth angles.  379 
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Figure 7. Absolute values of the residuals of predicted and simulated transmittance for non-381 
coated dCCPC (Regression: Eq. 9-12) 382 
3.2 Transmittance prediction model for base-coated dCCPC 383 
Base-coated dCCPC has totally the same structure as non-coated dCCPC but possessing an 384 
absorbing surface attached on its base (exit aperture). The relationships obtained from ray-385 
tracing simulation among transmittance, azimuth, altitude and sunlight lumen ratio in sky 386 
model of base-coated dCCPC are illustrated in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the tendencies of 387 
curves are almost same as those of non-coated dCCPC, but base-coated dCCPC performs 388 
similar maximum values and lower minimum values of transmittance. The maximum 389 
difference between transmittance for the two curves of only direct sunlight and sunlight 390 
lumen ratio of 1:9 in sky model is 0.2 approximately. 391 
 392 
Figure 8. Transmittance of base-coated dCCPC under clear sky with different sunlight lumen 393 
ratios in sky model (Altitude of sun ranges from 10°-90°; Azimuth of sun ranges from 0°-45°) 394 
Considering the similarities of the tendency and the periodicity between the transmittance 395 
for base-coated and non-coated dCCPC, it is supposed that the regression model for non-396 
coated dCCPC is likely to predict the transmittance of base-coated dCCPC as well. Thus the 397 
simulation results for base-coated dCCPC were regressed using Eq. 9-12 and the correlations 398 
between simulation and prediction results are presented in Fig. 9. It can be seen that most 399 
of the predicted values are located within the region of ±20% deviation. The goodness of this 400 
regression model provides the 0.967 of R2 and 1.234 of SSE, which indicates that the 401 
regression Eq. 9-12 is still suitable to predict the transmittance for base-coated dCCPC, but 402 
big deviations appear when the transmittance is smaller than 0.3 regardless of azimuth 403 
angle.  404 
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 405 
Figure 9. Comparisons between predicted and simulated transmittance of base-coated 406 
dCCPC (Regression: Eq. 9-12) 407 
According to the transmittance results shown in Fig. 8, it can be seen that for each different 408 
azimuth angle, the transmittance of base-coated dCCPC is lower than 0.3 when the altitude 409 
of incident light ranges from 70° to 90°. The reason of larger errors occurring at lower 410 
transmittance may be because the regression parameters are not perfectly suitable for the 411 
whole range of the data. Thus, it is attempted to divide all of the transmittance results into 412 
two groups: one is that the altitude is smaller than 70° the other is that the altitude is equal 413 
to or larger than 70°; then two groups of parameter values are regressed according to Eq. 9-414 
12. The value of each parameter is obtained as shown in Table 5 and the comparisons 415 
between predicted and simulated values are illustrated in Fig. 10. It can be found that with 416 
the new parameter values, almost all of the deviations for predicted transmittance are 417 
within the range of -20% - 20% compared to the original simulation results. A few large 418 
errors occur when the transmittance is within 0.4-0.5 and the azimuth angle ranges between 419 
30° and 45°. This is caused by the transmittance having the slightly different tendencies 420 
compared to the transmittance of other azimuth angles, which can be found in Fig. 8. For all 421 
of the data in two groups, the goodness of prediction is 0.986 of R2 and 0.531 of SSE, which 422 
is better than the regression by using only one group of parameter values. It is suggested 423 
that using two groups of parameter values for more accurate transmittance prediction of 424 
base-coated dCCPC. 425 
Table 5. Parameter values of Eq. 9-12 for predicting the transmittance of base-coated dCCPC 426 
Parameter values of Eq. 9-12 (  ≥70°) 
a1 15.438580 c2 0.000189  c9 0.000041 
a2 0.272134 c3 0.028146  c10 0.001606 
b1 3.172319 c4 0.156169  c11 -0.000020 
b2 1.971506 c5 -0.020172  c12 -0.000003 
b3 1.376607 c6 -0.000187  c13 -0.042172 
b4 3.076578 c7 0.000103  c14 0.005846 
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c1 -0.128884 c8 -0.000001    
Parameter values of Eq. 9-12 (  <70°) 
a1 1.103238 c2 0.015591  c9 -0.039893 
a2 -0.437428 c3 -2.844649  c10 -0.008916 
b1 1.567036 c4 -0.589013  c11 0.000383 
b2 2.297709 c5 -0.825488  c12 -0.000403 
b3 0.584756 c6 -0.015636  c13 1.138829 
b4 1.968326 c7 0.005027  c14 1.331796 
c1 2.870284 c8 0.001094    
 427 
 428 
Figure 10. Comparisons between predicted and simulated transmittance of base-coated 429 
dCCPC (Regression: Eq. 9-12, separate parameter values for   ≥70° and   <70°) 430 
3.3 Optical efficiency prediction model for base-coated dCCPC  431 
For base-coated dCCPC, another important characteristic is optical efficiency except for 432 
transmittance. In order to find whether the optical efficiency has similar relations with these 433 
criteria, they are plotted in Fig. 11 in the same way. It is interesting to see that the optical 434 
efficiency is mainly determined by solar altitude, in other words, the incident angle of light. 435 
The optical efficiency does not change as obviously as transmittance with variation of 436 
azimuth. When the solar altitude is at around 70°, there is a steep increase of optical 437 
efficiency which indicates that most of the light is concentrated onto the base of dCCPC 438 
when the light is incident within the half acceptance angle of dCCPC. The sunlight lumen 439 
ratio in sky model has similar influences on it compared to transmittance. The differences of 440 
the optical efficiencies under 1:9 sunlight lumen ratio and only direct sunlight range from -441 
0.2 to +0.05 approximately.  442 
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 444 
Figure 11. Optical efficiency of base-coated dCCPC under clear sky with different sunlight 445 
lumen ratio in sky model (Altitude of sun ranges from 10°-90°; Azimuth of sun ranges from 446 
0°-45°) 447 
In accordance with the relationships among optical efficiency, altitude, azimuth and sky 448 
clearness factor shown in Fig. 11, it was found that the optical efficiency of base-coated 449 
dCCPC has the same periodicity with transmittance: the optical efficiency varies in similar 450 
tendencies for different altitudes, and it changes with altitude for a certain azimuth. Thus, 451 
Eq. 9-12 is also attempted to predict the optical efficiency and the new expression formula is 452 
written as Eq. 9-13. The goodness of regression provides the R2 of 0.969 and SSE of 1.760 453 
which shows the regression is satisfactory in general. Fig. 12 illustrates the scatterplot 454 
comparing the predicted and simulated values for the regression. Similar to the regression 455 
for transmittance of base-coated dCCPC, the predicted optical efficiency has relatively larger 456 
deviation when the optical efficiency is smaller than 0.3. Thus, all of the results are 457 
attempted to be divided into two groups for separate regressions.  458 
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 459 
Figure 12. Comparisons between predicted and simulated optical efficiency of base-coated 460 
dCCPC (Regression: Eq. 9-13) 461 
According to the variations of optical efficiency shown in Fig. 11, it was found that the 70° of 462 
altitude is the boundary determining whether the optical efficiency is less than or higher 463 
than 0.3 for most of the data. The regressions are conducted for the data that with the 464 
altitude equal to or larger than 70°, and less than 70°. The parameter values of regressions 465 
are listed in Table 6 and the comparisons between predicted and simulated results are 466 
illustrated in Fig. 13. For the new regression results, the R2 is 0.994 and the SSE is 0.349, 467 
which implies the regression fits better when separating the data into two groups for 468 
regressions. Almost all of the predicted values are located within the range of ±20% 469 
deviation. The regression results indicate that the derived mathematical model can be 470 
applied for not only transmittance, but optical efficiency for dCCPC. 471 
Table 6. Parameter values of Eq. 9-13 for predicting the optical efficiency of base-coated 472 
dCCPC 473 
Parameter values of Eq. 9-12 (  ≥70°) 
a1 5.232485  c2 -0.002435  c9 -0.000384 
a2 -0.355704  c3 -0.311694  c10 -0.000638 
b1 2.121739  c4 0.415850  c11 0.000010 
b2 2.812218  c5 0.213677  c12 0.000010 
b3 0.581986  c6 -0.003565  c13 -0.114970 
b4 3.322576  c7 0.000789  c14 -0.066297 
c1 -0.594695  c8 0.000065    
Parameter values of Eq. 9-12 (  <70°) 
a1 0.365010  c2 0.068264  c9 -0.162943 
a2 0.046430  c3 2.316287  c10 0.135648 
b1 4.133090  c4 4.273429  c11 -0.008014 
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b2 1.081834  c5 -1.633847  c12 -0.002401 
b3 0.382385  c6 -0.151169  c13 -3.873164 
b4 1.776869  c7 -0.001518  c14 -0.661668 
c1 -1.801165  c8 0.012119    
 474 
 475 
Figure 13. Comparisons between predicted and simulated optical efficiency of base-coated 476 
dCCPC (Regression: Eq. 9-12, separate parameter values for   ≥70° and   <70°) 477 
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4. Discussion 482 
4.1 Verification of prediction models  483 
In this section, several examples of predicting the optical performance for the simulated 484 
dCCPC will be presented to show using derived regression models in practice, as well as to 485 
verify the feasibility of the prediction method. The location of Nottingham, UK (53.0°N, 486 
1.2°W) will be used as an example. The time and date selected are the 10am and 12pm for 487 
spring equinox (21st Mar), summer solstice (21st Jun) and winter solstice (21st Dec). The 488 
dCCPC is assumed to be located facing south with the tilt angle 37°, which can collect the 489 
most sunlight. The comparisons between predicted and simulated values for the selected 490 
date and time are demonstrated in Table 7. For the three regression models, the predicted 491 
results are close to the simulated results. The deviations between them are mostly smaller 492 
than 0.1. The biggest error of 0.14 occurs in the transmittance prediction at 10am on 21st 493 
Dec. It can be seen that the prediction models are reliable to predict the optical 494 
performance for dCCPC in practical conditions.    495 
Table 7. Verification of predicted optical performance to simulation results for dCCPC on 496 
various dates and times 497 
Local time 
21 Mar 21 Jun 21 Dec 
10am 12pm 10am 12pm 10am 12pm 
Solar altitude 29.9° 36.5° 52.0° 60.4° 9.1° 13.6° 
Solar azimuth 141.0° 176.2° 128.7° 177.1° 151.8° 179.5° 
Tilt angle (β) 37° 37° 37° 37° 37° 37° 
sky clearness factor ( ) 4.42 3.04 5.58 6.56 5.29 8.48 
Non-coated 
dCCPC 
transmittance 
predicted 0.68 0.47 0.67 0.37 0.57 0.81 
simulated 0.73 0.44 0.71 0.37 0.50 0.84 
Base-coated 
dCCPC 
transmittance 
predicted 0.63 0.28 0.55 0.12 0.59 0.78 
simulated 0.64 0.23 0.61 0.09 0.45 0.83 
optical 
efficiency  
predicted 0.08 0.61 0.24 0.79 0.08 0.04 
simulated 0.09 0.74 0.22 0.83 0.02 0.02 
 498 
4.2 Model limitations 499 
The regressions in this study are all based on the results simulated by Photopia which is an 500 
accurate raytracing tool. In order to introduce the feasibility of the obtained regression 501 
equation, it is important to describe the sky model used in simulations. The light distribution 502 
in sky model is calculated by IESNA RP-21 daylight equations (Photopia, n.d., IESNA, 1984). 503 
There are two kinds of sky models provided by Photopia lamp library, one is overcast sky and 504 
the other is clear sky. In the new sky standard published by the British Standard Institution, 505 
there are 15 luminance distributions for different sky conditions that are determined by the 506 
gradation (I-VI) and indicatrix (1-6) parameter numbers (B.S.I., 2004). The luminance 507 
distribution of the overcast sky model used in Photopia is the same as CIE Standard Overcast 508 
Sky model I.1 which has steep luminance gradation towards zenith, azimuthal uniformity. 509 
The clear sky model in Photopia is similar to the type V.4 (CIE Standard Clear Sky with low 510 
luminance turbidity) in CIE standard. For the clear sky model, part of sky that is near the sun 511 
would be brighter. The intensive light beams are emitted from the solar disk. Therefore, the 512 
sunlight would be the main factor that affects dCCPC performance in the simulations using 513 
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clear sky model. Hence, the main limitation of the regression equations obtained is that they 514 
are suitable for the clear sky condition in which the sunlight illuminance is predominant. 515 
4.3 Significance of prediction models 516 
The results obtained from the best regression models for non-coated and base-coated 517 
dCCPCs are illustrated in Table 8 below. For the models forecasting the optical efficiency and 518 
transmittance, the high values of R2 indicate their feasibility but few of predictions may have 519 
relatively large errors. The coefficient of determination (R2) of all models are higher than 520 
0.94 and the MSE are smaller than 0.002, which indicates they are capable to predict the 521 
nonlinear relationship reliably for the optical performance of both non-coated and base-522 
coated dCCPCs.  523 
Table 8. Summary of multiple nonlinear regression models 524 
CPC type 
Independent 
variables 
Dependent 
variables 
Regression 
R2 SSE MSE 
Non-coated   ,  ,       0.944 0.825 0.0017 
Base-coated   ,  ,       0.986 0.531 0.0011 
Base-coated   ,  ,          0.994 0.349 0.0007 
 525 
The derived regression models provide a fast and simple approach to predict the optical 526 
performance of base-coated and non-coated dielectric dCCPC for the light coming from 527 
arbitrary directions accurately, which means the transmittance and optical efficiency of 528 
dCCPC can be determined directly under clear sky without running simulations by software 529 
when the tilt angle of dCCPC, sky clearness factor, time, longitude and latitude of location 530 
are given in practice. For example, for the solar concentrating photovoltaic (CPV) and solar 531 
thermal systems, they can be used to estimate the optical efficiency of dCCPC and then 532 
calculate the collected solar energy rapidly; in the daylighting control system integrated with 533 
dCCPC, the energy saving due to daylighting can be predicted accurately without the long-534 
time simulations. On the other hand, the regression models proposed are suitable for not 535 
only the dCCPCs used in in this study, but also other CPCs with different dimensions owing to 536 
the similar structures and working principle of CPC. For other CPC of different geometries, 537 
the new parameter values of the proposed prediction equations can be obtained in the 538 
same way and then the specific model for it could be built.  539 
 540 
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6. Conclusion 542 
The mathematical models for calculating the optical performance of dielectric crossed 543 
compound parabolic concentrator (dCCPC) have been proposed in this study through 544 
multiple nonlinear regression method in accordance to a mass of simulation results. The 545 
independent variables for each model are solar altitude, azimuth and sky clearness factor, 546 
which are used to determine both of the transmittance and optical efficiency of base-coated 547 
dCCPC and the transmittance of non-coated dCCPC. The coefficient of determination (R2) for 548 
every model obtained by regression is higher than 0.94 and the deviations of most predicted 549 
data are less than 20% compared to simulation data, which indicates the accuracy and 550 
reliability of prediction models.  551 
It is significant to establish the mathematical models for calculating the optical performance 552 
of dCCPC. The most common way to determine the optical performance of dCCPC is by 553 
raytracing simulation currently which requires a long time. The derived models can help to 554 
forecast the optical performance of dCCPC accurately and rapidly from the given solar 555 
altitude, solar azimuth and sky clearness factor, which saves a lot of time for running 556 
simulation. In addition, the regression models provide visualized equations that can be 557 
validated, optimized and it is friendly to be incorporated with other software. Meanwhile, it 558 
should be mentioned that the regression models proposed in this research are only suitable 559 
for the clear sky condition. The performance of dCCPC under overcast sky almost stays 560 
constant and can be calculated through its structural properties. This study only explored 561 
the prediction models for dCCPC, it is promising to adopt these models to predict the optical 562 
performance for other types of CPCs owing to the similar structure and working principles 563 
for the future work. 564 
 565 
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Appendix 685 
Table A.1. Parameter values of Eq. 9-1 - Eq. 9-11 for simulated non-coated dCCPC 686 
Eq. 9-1 a1 -0.232908 a2 -0.315859 a3 -0.000689 a4 0.920885 
Eq. 9-2 a1 0.356634 a2 0.843854 a3 -0.000514 a4 -0.372863 
Eq. 9-3 a1 5.013431 a2 0.211949 a3 -0.000492 a4 -4.399681 
 b1 0.245632 b2 2.183480     
Eq. 9-4 a1 0.203053 a2 0.830325 a3 -0.000601 a4 -0.204193 
 b1 3.043950 b2 -1.946651 b3 1.031683 b4 -0.019142 
Eq. 9-5 a1 -0.148874 a2 -0.401887 a3 -0.000016 a4 0.817815 
Eq. 9-6 a1 0.405930 a2 0.546335 a3 -0.000017 a4 -0.127103 
 b1 1.515476 b2 -0.970654 b3 -1.006522 b4 0.059443 
Eq. 9-7 a1 -0.008679 a2 0.626795     
Eq. 9-8 a1 0.014342 a2 0.555678 b1 -2.644212 b2 1.610049 
 b3 2.469599 b4 -0.235906     
Eq. 9-9 a1 0.473580 a2 0.397204 b1 2.100950 b2 -1.357810 
 b3 2.066359 b4 -0.146640     
Eq. 9-10 a1 -1.671734 a2 0.385077 b1 2.197839 b2 1.568689 
 b3 0.261123 b4 1.778506 c1 -1.769722 c2 -0.014123 
 c3 1.931195 c4 0.587510 c5 -0.536572 c6 0.027779 
 c7 0.011019 c8 -0.021769     
Eq. 9-11 a1 -0.261408 a2 0.408440 b1 2.311628 b2 1.511448 
 b3 1.923447 b4 2.341663 c1 -3.150923 c2 -0.017137 
 c3 3.226629 c4 1.155791 c5 -1.119102 c6 0.021083 
 c7 0.006956 c8 0.000254 c9 -0.012680 c10 0.037775 
 c11 -0.000919       
 687 
